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ABSTRACT
The corpus DATCHA is a large dialogue corpus of human-human conversations between operators and clients from web chat
services offered by customer-care centres. As part of the ANR funded project DATCHA ∗, the corpus has been annotated
at different linguistic levels: morphological, syntax, semantics, discourse1 . Nevertheless, there is a lack of domain specific
annotations describing in detail the situation under discussion. For instance the problem that needs to be solved, the set of
questions that help the diagnostic ( the check list followed by the operator) and the proposed solutions. Since domain specific
ontologies (i.e. a set of concepts and categories in a domain that shows their properties and their relations) are central in
automatic dialogue systems, the goal of the internship is to apply unsupervised deep learning for extracting domain specific
knowledge. In particular, we can take advantage of the evidence provided by the annotations. For instance, dialogue-act
annotations, which describe in which part of the dialogue (in which turn or sequence of turns ) the problem description and plan
proposal are discussed.

Background
Many methods for unsupervised learning applied to natural language processing (NLP) have been proposed by the literature,
such as clustering, co-clustering2 , distributional semantics3 , latent semantic analysis (LSA)4 and Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA)5 .
Recently, deep learning emerged with unsupervised solutions, for instance, the famous word embeddings, word2vec6 for
semantic similarity. Other common unsupervised techniques used in deep learning are: Restricted Boltzmann Machines7 and
Variational Autoencoders8 .
The goal of the internship is to implement an unsupervised solution using deep learning to extract domain specific concepts
(e.g. describing the services, the diagnostic check list and the proposed solutions). The obtained results must be compared to in
house solutions namely co-clustering2 and other publicity available solutions such as LDA.
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